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Foreword
As the owner and president of a Canadian language translation services company
with customers in the United States and across the world, I have always found it
difficult to plan the next business move without significant insight or information
to substantiate which direction I felt we should go next. Over the past few
years, however, I have started relying on data generated by industry surveys—in
particular, the survey conducted by the Association of Language Companies (ALC).
Unlike most other surveys, ALC makes the survey available to all of its members
who participated in it, and the association makes it available at a nominal fee to
everyone who didn’t. As a member of this association, I found this specific benefit to
go a long way in helping me make strategic business decisions.
Melissa Meyer, the ALC board liaison for the survey initiative and president and
senior partner of Barbier International, Inc., approached me last summer to chair
ALC’s Survey Committee and to assemble a team and prepare the survey for 2018.
I was fortunate to have the support of Jill Bishop, CEO of Multilingual Connections,
and Michael Bearden, president of ISI Translation Services, forming the ALC Survey
Committee. ALC’s staff provided guidance and support at the management level,
coordinated efforts with the communities of ALC and the European Language
Industry Association (Elia), and oversaw the design and production of the report.
The Survey Committee quickly started to work and established objectives that
addressed improvements to the survey as envisioned by ALC’s board of directors.
Chief among these was the presentation of data in an easier to use and interpret
manner, a restructuring of the survey questions, and enhancing the user experience.
Users of the survey results this year will find that, while trending continues for
key historical data, the survey also provides baseline data for certain questions.
In particular, in the past, the rates were based on a specific and historical set of
languages without taking into account the source or target language. This year, we
decided to acquire more specific data and listed the languages based on pairs in
which the service was offered and the rates charged. This was an important change,
as ALC’s survey has become more global both in contribution and consumption.
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Another key factor in this year’s survey was the participation of our colleagues
who are members of Elia. We believe we have a more holistic view of the
global translation industry trends with input from outside North America. Their
contributions are appreciated and should be noted. Also, it must be noted that ALC
devoted additional financial resources to the implementation of the survey this year.
This allowed us to carry out all the updates and changes within the survey structure
and content.
Liz Williamson, senior consultant; Jen Johnson, project associate; and Charles
Monastra, senior research associate, at McKinley Advisors, the ALC partner for
carrying out the research, have been instrumental in patiently understanding the
new objectives this year, integrating them into their research, and extrapolating the
data in a fashion that business owners, like myself, would find easy to relate to and
use in their decision-making process.
The ALC board of directors places a huge emphasis on the reliability and accuracy
of the survey data because the survey results are expected to be used by different
entities in our industry. Sample size and survey completion rate play a monumental
role in achieving that objective. The reader is encouraged to keep an eye out for
next year’s survey and provide as much information as possible to strengthen the
sample size and quality of aggregated data. Feedback from participants and users
of this year’s survey will be very helpful in planning and implementing this survey in
the future.
I believe this year we have a much more accurate picture of the language industry,
and I felt truly privileged to work with such a great team of people.

Sultan Ghaznawi
Chair, Survey Committee
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Executive Summary
The language industry is continuously evolving, and members of the global
language services community need a way to stay abreast of the changes that
are occurring. The annual ALC Industry Survey Data & Analysis Report was born
out of this need and analyzes industry data to provide detailed analysis of the
environment, both current and future, so that language professionals are better able
to benchmark their own business performance, stay abreast of major trends within
the industry, and seek new ways of conducting their businesses. The 2018 industry
report is the latest iteration of ALC’s ongoing effort to provide the industry with the
information it needs to grow and excel, covering key topics such as:

•

•

•

•

Respondent and Company
Profiles: Includes detailed
comparisons around respondent
and company demographics,
including services provided,
revenue by sector, size, company
maturity, and ownership.
Labor and Benefits: Reveals key
considerations around staffing
thresholds and staff composition,
compensation and bonuses,
employee benefits, and which
key performance indicators other
language service companies are
tracking.
Financials: Detailed comparisons
around key financial indicators,
such as revenue segmented by
specific services and sectors and
sources of revenue generation/
sales.
Pricing: Highlights average
translation rates and gross margin
ratios for translation, OPI, hourly
onsite interpreting, and daily
onsite interpreting. Of note, this
section has been updated in the
2018 industry report to provide
4

rates for common language pairs
to provide those in the industry
with the most accurate pricing
data possible.
•

Technology: Tracks the changes
and usage of technology, such as
internal tools/ systems, translation
memory matches, and discount
rates and machine translation.

•

Quality Management: Overview
of the methods used to evaluate
and control translation and
interpretation quality and
reviews the industry certifications
either held or adhered to by
participating companies.

•

Operations and Challenges:
Provides business metrics tracked,
indicates challenges faced by
language services companies, and
reveals where business owners are
seeking support.

•

Appendix: Includes detailed
pricing information and gross
margin ratios by language pairs
for direct comparison.
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An overview of key findings is outlined below as a preview, with more detailed data
and information provided in the full report.
Language companies are preparing
for the impact that technology
is likely to have on their work
and their businesses. Six out of 10
respondents (60%) reported that
they expect technology to impact
their company’s pricing in the future,
followed by project management
and remote work. Additionally,
despite the fact that reported usage
of machine translation has been
inconsistent over the past four years,
88% of industry respondents believe
the use of machine translation will
increase in the near future. These
results may reflect the fact that
companies in the language industry
understand the importance of
machine translation but may still be
determining how best to use and
implement the technology.

Please indicate how you think your company’s
use of machine translation will change over
the next 3-5 years. N = 32

The financial performance of language companies has stayed consistently
strong over the past four years, particularly when evaluating gross margin,
but increasing sales remains the number one business challenge language
companies report. Trade shows/conferences remains the top ranked source of new
leads/clients, as was also the case last year, but social media seems to be growing
as a source of leads. Changes in the importance of various lead sources will have
a profound impact on how language services companies grow in the future. When
looking at challenges related to sales, growing new accounts, developing a sales
strategy, and hiring quality sales personnel are considered the top challenges.
Growing new accounts is more of a challenge for smaller companies, while hiring
quality sales personnel is more of a challenge for larger companies.
Conducted for over a decade, the following 2018 ALC Industry Survey Data
& Analysis Report provides essential data points and metrics in greater detail,
including trending data over the past four years and segmentations by geographic
location and company size, to give you the most meaningful information. With
the many changes occurring in the language industry today, it is more important
than ever to understand how other organizations are performing in the current
environment and how your organization compares. We encourage you to read the
full report below.
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Company Information
ALC Member

Elia Member

Industry Survey Rates

Non-Member

Purchaser

Survey

ALC or Elia Member* survey completed

-

First Name

Non-member survey completed

$125

ALC Member* survey NOT completed

$95

Elia Member survey NOT completed

$95

Company

Non-member survey NOT completed

$350

Address

* ALC or Elia members who completed the Industry Survey receive a
complimentary copy.

Last Name

Payment Information
$

Total Amount Due
City

MasterCard
State/Province

ZIP/Postal Code

Country

Phone		

E-mail

VISA

AMEX

Card Number

Exp. Date

Security Code

Name on Card

Signature

No refunds available.

9707 Key West Avenue, Suite 100
Rockville, MD 20850

Phone
Fax
Web
Email

(240) 404-6511
(301) 990-9771
www.alcus.org
info@alcus.org

